
Managers/Professionals Young people 
and their families 

Some aspects of your

innovation will be successful;

others won’t. You need to

keep the conversations and

debates going. You need to

learn. Others need to learn.

And you need to share the

learning.

> Engage local 

communities

> Keep networking

Find out 
where the 
energy is 

You stil l 
can’t do it 
on your own 

Make the 
most of 

the energy 

Some professionals will have

a passionate commitment 

to change how things are for

these young people and their

families. They may be in

management or clinical posts.

They need support and

encouragement to become

the leaders they need to be. 

Most young people and their
families will be keen to see

change that allows them more

control of their lives. Some will

have the energy and capacity

to play an active part in

working with professionals 

to re-shape the system and

co-design services.

> Bring together locally for 

conversation and debate 

all those who care about 

this issue – you can’t make 

sustainable changes on

your own!

> Do the research

> Get a clear focus on 

what you want to achieve

and why

> Think early on about 

funding streams (though

not all innovation requires

money) 

> Make sure that everyone 

understands the model/

approach you decide to 

try out

> Support workers in 

preparing for change

> Keep that support going 

through change and

afterwards.

> How will they take 

part fully? 

> How will they know they 

have been listened to?

> What support would 

help local young people

live as normal a life 

as possible?

You want to change things so that local young people 
with life-limiting conditions have a better adult life?

Experience from the Marie Curie Cancer Care programme for young people 

at transition suggests that you move in the following direction.What’s likely to work?

Do staff have 
dedicated time? 
Would shadowing across
sectors or agencies
be helpful? 
What about coaching?

What about young 
people who do not 
speak – but still have 
clear views?

A business mentor for 
a young entrepreneur?
Opportunities for a 
social life?

Would local schools 
and colleges be interested
in a buddying scheme?

Through face-to-face
events? Through blogs 
or social media?

Why not add to desk
research by talking with
people who have 
introduced innovations?

Are these in your 
address book?
Voluntary organisations.
Housing. Education. 
Social care. 
Commissioners of health 
and social care services.


